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Picture Books

MAME

The original series
By K.-M. Amiot & J. Mellan
Seven to nine tender stories highlighting positive values 
for children (friendship, solidarity...), with charming classic 
illustrations and cute texts. Sweet gifts for the whole family!

Hardcover / 64 pp / 23 x 30 cm / €16.90
From 3 onwards
4 available titles

Grandma’s Beautiful Stories Grandpa’s Wonderful Stories

Grandma’s Beautiful  
Garden Stories

Grandpa’s Warming Stories

Sold in 14  
languages!

Single stories
In each title, one beautiful story from the “Family Stories” series 
to discover the charming style of Julie Mellan and sweet writing  
of Karine-Marie Amiot.

Softcover / 24 pp / 17 x 20 cm / €5.95
From 3 onwards
4 available titles

End of School!

NEW

Temporary cover

The Grumpy Bear  
and the Little Birds

NEW

Temporary cover

The Secret of Grandpa Bear

NEW

Temporary cover

Happy Mother’s Day!

NEW

Temporary cover

Grandma’s Lovely Memory Game 
A timeless concentration game revamped 
by the illustrations of Julie Mellan to find 
30 pairs of matching cards.

Case / 60 cards / 16 x 11.8 cm / €12.90
From 3 onwards

NEW

FAMILY STORIESFAMILY STORIES
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Picture Books

Real Heroes, Real Stories
Six true stories, beautifully illustrated, to discover real-life heroes 
from history with extraordinary destinies. Who needs invented 
princesses and knights instead of Queen Victoria or William  
the Conqueror?

Hardcover / 64 pp / 22 x 29 cm / €16.90
From 4 onwards
2 available titles

Stories to Love Better
By M. Bahurel & J. Wren
5 stories to teach children the 
different ways to love (cuddling, 
saying nice things, offering gifts, 
helping, spending quality time), 
followed by a double-page of 
parenting advice.

Hardcover / 56 pp / 22.5 x 27 cm / 
€14.90
From 4 onwards

New 
series

New 
series

The Rabbit Family
By K.-M. Amiot & D. de Saint-Exupéry
A new series featuring the cutest rabbit family,  
drawn by Diane de Saint-Exupéry, to speak about  
all the daily life events. 

Hardcover with cloth-spine / 32 pp / 20.5 x 20 cm / €11.90
From 3 onwards
2 available titles

The Family Is Getting Bigger

NEW

Temporary cover

A Surprise for Mom

NEW

Temporary cover

Real Princesses
B. Hinterlang & R. Zamudio

NEW

The Young Farmer
By R. Lamessine & A. Volska
A charming series about Alfred, a little boy full of joy and enthusiasm, 
whose dream is to become a farmer, like his parents! A little hero  
who introduces children to contemporary life in the countryside.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 22 x 22 cm / €13.90
From 4 onwards
4 available titles

Goat Cheese and Snowballs Our Vegetable Garden

NEW

Temporary cover

Temporary cover

Real Knights
B. Cossa & T. Tessier

NEW

Temporary cover

The Treasure From High 
Above
By A. Garibal & K. Selbert
Finding the best gift for Grandfather 
Mouse, watching a tiny seed grow 
into a majestic tree, admiring the 
magic of a starry sky... Six joyful  
and tender bedtime stories to show 
the little ones how to look around 
them and marvel!

Hardcover / 64 pp / 23 x 30 cm / €17.90
From 3 onwards

NEW
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Picture Books 

Drop, Drop, Drop
By S. Le Guen & P. Matigot
An apple and a worm are in a 
tree. The apple drops together 
with the worm… Fortunately, 
the little worm won’t be alone 
for long, as several apples are 
already on the ground. A funny 
and visual discovery of the 
infinite cycle of nature!

Hardcover / 32 pp / 21 x 22 cm / 
€13.50
From 3 onwards

NEW Whose Drum Is This?
By R. Lefebvre
A joyful band of animals is 
about to start a rehearsal… 
But the drum is without its 
musician, whose is this?  
A lovely story full of humor  
and colors for little ones, 
playing with the size of 
the instruments and the 
appearance of the players.

Hardcover / 40 pp / 21 x 22 cm / 
€13.50
From 3 onwards

NEW

Tom’s Best Stories
By M.-A. Bawin
A beautiful gift book gathering 6 stories of Tom, the best-selling 
hero accompanying children in their daily joys and fears (having  
a little sister, moving, learning how to ride a bike...)!

Hardcover / 152 pp / 23 x 23 cm / €19.95
From 3 onwards”

Temporary cover

Go Up Little Marmot
By S. Valente & L. Ganot
Today, Little Marmot has 
decided to climb to the top of 
the mountain! The road is long 
and the obstacles numerous 
but, encouraged by the other 
animals, she finally reaches  
the top and discover the snow.  
A touching story of a curious  
and brave little marmot who 
goes to live her dream!

Hardcover / 32 pp / 21.5 x 26.5 cm /  
€14.50
From 3 onwards

Me and My Grandma
By D. Dufresne & B. Delaporte
Today, I learnt that Grandma lost 
her mind! I can’t believe it, her 
head seemed so strong. Mum 
told me she lost her memory... 
The touching story of a little boy, 
visiting his grandmother who has 
Alzheimer’s.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 22 x 25 cm / 
€14.50
From 3 onwards

The Giant Hammock
By A. Modéré & A. Videlo
After a long day in the jungle, 
Brady, the little sloth, doesn’t 
want anything but a good 
nap in his hammock. But this 
doesn’t take into account the 
joyful bunch of animals that are 
already in place, ready to have 
fun! 

Hardcover / 32 pp / 22 x 27.6 cm / 
€14.50
From 3 onwards
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Picture Books

Only My Mom
By J. Vallery & C. Dutertre
In a Happy Families game,  
there is the mother, the brother, 
the sister, the father... But in 
Jules’ life, there are only him 
and his mother. A story full of 
tenderness about their deep 
bond, and the doubts and 
anxieties that run through them.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 22 x 25 cm / 
€13.50
From 6 onwards

Upside Down
By J. Vallery & H. Solt
This morning, in Louis’ bedroom, 
everything is upside down!  
What to do? Louis decided  
to start his exploration, head 
down and feet to the ceiling!  
A funny picture book celebrating 
the carelessness and liberty  
of childhood!

Hardcover / 32 pp / 22 x 27.6 cm / 
€14.50
From 3 onwards

The Isba of the Fly
By P. Kalioujny
The fly built a beautiful isba, one 
by one a collection of animals 
will visit her house, in a funny 
accumulation... until one is too 
big to enter! A lavishly illustrated 
picture book, highlighted by 
2 pantones, inspired by the 
traditional tale of The Mitten.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 24.6 x 30 cm / 
€17.00
From 3 onwards

What a Mess in the Shop!
By A. Garibal & A. Day
A beautiful interactive picture 
book following two children, 
looking for their pet throughout 
the shops of the city. The reader 
will open the flaps to discover 
colorful and fantastic shops, 
have fun to gather clues to find 
what is this strange pet  
and where it is, with funny details 
to discover new things  
at each reading!

Hardcover / 32 pp + 12 flaps /  
24.2 x 33 cm / €18.95
From 6 onwards

Tess, the Reckless
By C. Camillon & J. Vallery
A scatterbrained little girl has 
a plan over a week: to prove 
her mother she is not her 
“chickadee” anymore. Her 
brilliant ideas? To climb on 
balancing chairs, go down the 
slope of the garage in a box 
on wheels, perform tightrope 
walking on a clothes line...  
Take cover!

Hardcover / 32 pp / 22 x 27.6 cm / 
€14.95
From 3 onwards

NEW To You Who Are Already 
There
By T. Piet & L. Ganot
The sweet and moving letter  
from a baby to the eldest child  
of the family on all they will share. 
An original approach of the birth  
of a sibling, from the point of view 
of the baby.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 22 x 27.6 cm / 
€14.95
From 4 onwards

NEW
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Coloring & Stickers

My First Mystery Colorings & Stickers
Coded colorings, mystery colorings and illustrations to complete  
with more than 500 large multicolored stickers, easy for little hands  
to manipulate. A fun, creative and surprising double activity! 

Softcover / 32 pp + 4 pp of stickers / 23 x 23 cm / €5.99
From 3 onwards
2 available titles

Forest Animals
P. Amelin

Farm Animals
S. Bardy

My First Coloring Inside the Lines
A great series to learn how to easily color inside the lines: on 
the right page, children can color a simple scenery with thick 
contours (raised glass spot UV), and, on the left page, they will 
complete the outlines of simple drawings. 

Softcover / 32 pp / 23 x 23 cm / €5.99
From 3 onwards
4 available titles

Color the Farm  
Inside the Lines
I. Jacqué

Color Dinosaurs  
Inside the Lines
I. Jacqué

Color Adorable Animals  
Inside the Lines
S. Bardy

Color Princesses & Unicorns 
Inside the Lines
S. Bardy

NEW NEW

Shaped Coloring
Funny coloring books in the shape of a house,  
with funny sceneries in each room! Some elements are already 
colored to encourage the children to fill in the pages.

Softcover / 32 pp / 21 x 29.7 cm / €4.95
From 4 onwards
2 available titles

My Kawaii House
M. Jezewski

At Home!
M. Fleury

New 
series

NEW NEW

My First Stickers
By L. Fabre
These books, with their easy-to-handle stickers and tear-proof pages, 
offer 5 beautiful sceneries to complete with over 60 repositionable 
stickers. A colorful world for an activity that will help them develop 
their fine motor skills! 

Wire-stitched / 10 pp + 2 pp of stickers / 16.5 x 18.5 cm / €3.95
From 3 onwards
5 available titles

My First Dinosaurs Stickers

My First Farm Stickers

My First Stickers for Easter

My First Baby Animal Stickers

NEW

NEWNEW
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Coloring & Games

Giant Coloring
By Kabuki
30 colorings per book, coming with a short text to present the animals. 
A great way to discover the sea world and enjoy coloring original 
drawings by a talented illustrator!

Softcover / 64 pp / 29.7 x 29.7 cm / €12.95
From 6 onwards
2 available titles

My Super Coloring Book
60 colorings, on a thick drawing paper, to give life to beautiful, funny 
or enchanting sceneries with colored pencils, felt pens or ink! 

Softcover / 64 pp / 29.7 x 29.7 cm / €12.95
From 6 onwards
9 available titles

My Super Winter  
Coloring Book
O. Ortal

My Super Fashion  
Coloring Book
M. Douru

NEW

Under the Sea Sea Creatures

NEW NEW

New 
series

Pixel Art Coloring
More than 50 cute pixel art drawings with different approaches 
(mystery grids associating a color with a number, drawings  
to reproduce on a blank grid...). An activity developing  
children’s logic, geometry and symmetry skills!

Softcover / 64 to 80 pp / 23 x 23 cm / €6.95 to €6.99
From 7 onwards
7 available titles

Fantasy Creatures in Pixel Art
Carotte et Compagnie

Animals in Pixel Art
Carotte et Compagnie

NEWNEW

Temporary cover

My Surprise Book
An original book full of surprises: 25 logical games  
to solve before opening each envelope and find a surprise  
(recipes, DIY, colorings…)! Playful activities on beloved subjects.

Softcover / 112 pp / 22 x 22 cm / €10.95
From 7 onwards
2 available titles

Ninjas Unicorns

NEW NEW

Temporary cover Temporary cover

New 
series

Bookmarks To Color 
And Rhinestone
By Solenne et Thomas 

35 bookmarks per title to color 
and decorate with more than 
250 rhinestones of 6 different colors. 
Creative and stunning bookmarks  
as functional as aesthetic!

Pad / 35 bookmarks / 5.5 x 20 cm / €7.99
From 6 onwards
2 available titles

Nature  
Bookmarks

NEW

Unicorn 
Bookmarks

NEW

New 
series

My Fashion Notebook
A series for young stylists mixing drawing, coloring and more than 
100 stickers of clothes and accessories to design trendy fashion outfits!

Pad / 64 pp + 100 stickers / 17 x 24 cm / €6.95 to €6.99
From 7 onwards
6 available titles

Fairies
Charlie pOp

Dream Weddings
Kabuki

NEW NEW
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Activities

In Few Brush Strokes
By M. Courtieu
Watercolor and a brush: nothing could be easier to paint animals 
quickly! Simple step-by-step instructions to draw more than  
20 to 26 animals in only few strokes, without drawing any outline 
before, just with brushes!

Softcover / 64 pp / 22 x 22 cm / €13.50
From 5 onwards
2 available titles

Animals in Few Brush 
Strokes

Dinosaurs in Few Brush 
Strokes

NEW

My Cute Doodles
By M. Denturck
A lovely book to learn how to easily 
draw more than 300 models in only 
few strokes! From vegetables, pets 
to Japanese street food, lovely 
inspiration for endless doodling!

Softcover with flaps / 80 pp / 17 x 22 cm /  
€9.95
From 6 onwards

My Fashion Drawings
By C. Dérodit
The perfect books for budding stylists: bases to draw a human 
silhouette, as well as step-by-step models to easily draw party wear 
clothes and accessories, work on facial details, hairstyles...

Hardcover / 32 pp / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / €6.99
From 8 onwards
4 available titles

Dream Outfits Princess Dresses

Fine Arts Techniques For Young Artists
An original series to teach key fine arts techniques to children:  
through adapted projects and clear step-by-step, children will be able 
to develop their own creativity. 

Softcover / 96 pp / 22 x 22 cm / €14.95
From 5 onwards
5 available titles

Watercolor  
for Young Artists
S. Van Der Linden

Manga Workshop  
for Young Artists
Mister Mango

Step-By-Step Drawings Niko-Niko
By O. Ortal
20 models to learn how to easily draw dolls and animals inspired  
by the Japanese culture. A poetic atmosphere and simple steps  
with tips for an accessible drawing method.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / €6.99
From 6 onwards
2 available titles

I Draw My Kokeshi Dolls I Draw Animals From Japan

NEW

My Step-By-Step Drawings
By M. Jezewski
20 humorous drawings in step-by-step per title. Proportions, 
perspective, specific faces expressions, and colorization: cute 
drawings inspired by the kawaii universe are made easy!

Hardcover / 32 pp / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / €6.99
From 8 onwards
7 available titles

Friends For LifeMagical Kawaii

NEW
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Activities

Super Easy Drawing
By C. Alcouffe
A great series for kids to learn the basics of drawing thanks to 
20 original projects in step-by-step by a talented illustrator  
for gratifying results! 

Hardcover / 32 pp / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / €6.99
From 6 onwards
6 available titles

Jungle Animals Fantasy Creatures

300 Step-By-Step Drawings
Starting from simple shapes, drawing specialists 
present in each title 300 varied models,  
and some can be drawn directly in the book  
with the included drawing pencil. More than 
100 000 copies already sold!

Flexibound / 448 pp + a pencil / 15 x 20 cm / €15.95
From 8 onwards
8 available titles

300 New Manga Models 
to Draw
L. Herzog

300 Models to Draw 
From Korea
R. Mendes

NEW

Savannah Animal 
Drawing

NEW

Farm Animal Drawing

NEW

Playing With Animals

NEW

300 Kawaii Models  
to Draw
L. Herzog

NEW NEW

New 
series

New 
series

Best-selling 
series

100 Step-By-Step Drawings
100 step-by-step projects per book to easily learn  
how to draw. The models are coming with a poster  
to color and some information to learn while having fun. 

Hardcover / 144 pp + a poster / 15.7 x 21 cm / €13.95
From 8 onwards
2 available titles

100 Fantasy Creatures
A. Bussi

NEW

100 Characters
L. Gomez

NEW

I Play, I Wipe
I. Jacqué
Clever books in which children can train 
directly thanks to the included marker, 
wipe clean and start again! An educational 
approach perfectly adapted to pre-school.

Hardcover with wire-o / 32 pp + dry wipe pen /  
17 x 21 cm / €10
From 3 onwards
3 available titles
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Activities

Comic Strip Drawing
From creating a story to drawing it, every secret of comic drawing 
within children’s reach thanks to specialized authors. 

Hardcover / 64 to 80 pp / 22 x 29 cm / €12.95
From 8 onwards
3 available titles

Drawing My First Manga
G. Blondin & Manon

Creating My First Comic Book
G. Blondin

BEST- 
SELLER

Fantasy Adventures  
to Color
By G. Auguste
A giant coloring book targeted 
at teenagers and fantasy 
lovers, with original drawings 
by Gustave Auguste, full of 
fantasy creatures and warriors 
inspired by legends from the 
world. Printed on a special 
paper to color with pencils, 
felt pens or ink.

Softcover / 64 pp /  
29.7 x 29.7 cm / €12.95
From 10 onwards

NEW

New 
seriesDrawing Artbooks

An original approach of drawing for teenagers,  
with the instructions of confirmed artists, giving their advice  
and 10 models inspired by their strong creative world.

Hardcover / 32 pp + 1 poster / 23 x 28.7 cm / €12.00
From 12 onwards
2 available titles

Galaxy Girls
Ludmi

NEW

Heroic Fantasy
M. Franiak

NEW

Temporary cover

A Complete Course in Manga Drawing
By Kuru
All the advice and techniques in step-by-step 
to succeed in manga drawing, with numerous 
examples to learn how to draw the human body, 
the typical facial expressions and emblematic 
outfits of manga. The author, a professional 
manga teacher, offers a simple pedagogical 
method, so the reader can develop a personal 
style.

Hardcover / 208 pp / 22 x 26.2 cm / €22.95
From 8 onwards

NEW

I Draw Like a Mangaka
By V. H. Ta  
A comprehensive introduction to 
manga drawing with all the technical 
bases and more than 25 models 
explained in step-by-step up to the 
final colorization. 

Hardcover / 128 pp / 22.5 x 31 cm / 
€18.95
From 8 onwards

BEST- 
SELLER
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Activities

My DIY Afternoon
8 simple workshops per title to cook or create decorative items 
with simple material, and master various techniques, thanks to 
step-by-step photos for thousands of creative ideas. 

Hardcover / 64 pp / 16.5 x 24 cm / €11.95 to €12.95
From 5 onwards
16 available titles

The Vegetal Dress-Up 
Workshop
C. Bouet

The Dinosaurs  
Workshop
M. Salazar

Little Crafty Hands
Five crafts ideas for toddlers, explained in 4 simple steps with  
different variations suggested to develop the child’s creativity.

Hardcover / 40 pp / 23 x 23 cm / €12.50 
From 3 onwards
2 available titles

Easy Printmaking
Lucimari

Nature DIY
Hélo-Ita

Pop-Up and Paper Activities
E. Selena

DIY Workshop
A DIY series for children from 8, with 8 original projects  
clearly explained in detailed steps, using common material  
for amazing results!

Hardcover / 56 pp / 18 x 25 cm / €12.50 to €12.95
From 8 onwards
6 available titles

A Town in Cardboard
T. Pichon

My First Creative Workshop
Numerous projects in each book, clearly explained  
in step-by-step illustrations and photographs, followed  
by tips and color scales ideas. Solid basis, mastered 
techniques and unlimited creativity!

Softcover / 80 pp / 17 x 24 cm / €10.00
From 7 onwards
4 available titles

My First Seed Beads  
Projects
C. Hooghe & M.-C. Burel

FLEURUS • MANGO JEUNESSE

DIY Art Material & Activities
By D. Thibault
20 amazing and super easy DIY recipes 
for children to make their own art 
material (modelling clay, painting, 
magical sand…), followed by ideas  
of activities and games to use them.

Softcover with flaps / 96 pp / 20 x 25 cm /  
€11.95
From 5 onwards

NEW

NEW

Easy Sewing on A Machine
By L. Guyet
Laure Guyet, an experienced teacher, 
imagined 10 models of accessories 
and clothes (tote bag, pouch, skirt, 
top…) for children to learn how to sew 
on a machine. Each project is clearly 
explained in step-by-step photos 
and completed with patterns when 
necessary.

Softcover with flaps / 120 pp / 20 x 25 cm /  
€19.95
From 8 onwards

NEW

My First Polymer Clay  
Projects
D. Cauquetoux & C. Le Guilloux

NEW
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Activities

My Origami Workshop
By M. Jezewski
Cute origami sets including a 16-pp booklet with original models, 30 double-sided sheets of origami paper (20x20 cm), stickers and 
accessories for funny and cute DIY projects!

Pouch / 12 to 16 pp + 30 sheets + material / 21.5 x 24 cm / €7.99 to 8.99
From 7 onwards
6 available titles

Animals Cute DinosaursKokeshi Japanese-Inspired Decorative 
Accessories

NEW

My First Paper Creations
By E. Selena
5 activities imagined by an artist, 
specialized in interactive books, 
clearly broken down into 4 steps in 
photos. For each of them, different 
alternatives are shown to develop 
the child creativity!

Hardcover / 40 pp / 23 x 23 cm / €12.95
From 3 onwards

NEW

Papertoys
Talented artists designed more than 10 funny characters per book, 
printed on thick paper and die-cut to be easily popped-out… and 
there is no need for scissors or glue. On your mark, get set, ready, fold!

Softcover / 22 pp / 21 x 26 cm / €10.00
From 5 onwards
3 available titles

Robots
A. Roi

Monsters
Niark

Maxi Origami & Paper DIY
By M. Jezewski
Paper lovers will be thrilled by this series offering amazing original 
patterned papers, to be used for origamis or other paper DIY!  
Lovely labels and stickers for inspirational crafts activities!

Pad / 240 pp + 2 sheets of stickers + 3 sheets of precut labels / 25 x 25 cm / 
€14.99
From 8 onwards
2 available titles

Japanese Inspiration Nature

100 Origami Models
By M. Jezewski
A beautiful collection of 
100 origami models, clearly 
explained in step-by-step, with 
different levels of difficulty for 
a progressive learning. Cranes, 
animals, flowers, and even toys 
and games gathered in one 
book, as an endless inspiration 
source!

Hardcover / 208 pp / 22 x 26.2 cm /  
€19.95
From 8 onwards

Temporary cover
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Activities

New 
series

Scratching Masks
By Solenne et Thomas
The ideal kit for the carnival or birthday 
parties, including 7 beautiful animal masks 
to scratch and decorate with rhinestones! 
All the material is included in the handy 
pouch.

Pouch / 7 cards + 100 rhinestone stickers  
+ 1 stylus + elastic thread / 22 x 24.5 cm / €8.99
From 6 onwards

NEW

Surprise Paintbrush
Magic colorings where the colors are hidden behind a white print and 
will appear when the child adds water on the page, thanks to  
the included paintbrush with a water reservoir. When dried, the white 
layer becomes opaque again so the child can recolor once again!

Hardcover with wire-o / 12 pp / 22 x 25.5 cm / €9.95 to 10.95
From 3 onwards
9 available titles

At the Farm
I. Jacqué

Pretty Fairies
L. Fabre

Easter
C. Guivarc’h

Pirates
I. Jacqué

NEW NEW

Little Buds Kits
Amazing kits, specially designed to support children in their early learning, with adapted activities to help them develop motor skills, 
concentration, sense of observation, and autonomy.

Pouch / material / 23.5 x 23.5 cm / €10.99 to €11.99
From 3 onwards
7 available titles

My First Scratching Cards – 
Baby Animals
L. Fabre

My First Sceneries in Felt
M. Sorte

Funny Animals in Foam 
Stickers
E. Gentilhomme

My First Cut-Outs and Collages 
to Create Neon Animals
C. Derodit

NEW

Activities With 
Foam Stickers
Little kits with more than 
120 foam stickers per title to use 
to decorate original illustrations 
and create nice decoration or 
masks. A wonderful and simple 
series for kids’ creativity and 
skills grow as they play!

Pouch / material / 22 x 24.5 cm / 
€8.99
From 3 onwards
3 available titles

NEW

My Masks With Foam Stickers
Mr. Dupont

NEW

Farm Animal Pictures  
With Foam Stickers
I. Jacqué

NEW

Sea Animal Pictures With 
Foam Stickers
I. Jacqué
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Activities

My Creative Workshop Kits
Complete pouches for beautiful creative craft activities: each set 
includes all the necessary material for the project!

Pouch / material / 23.5 x 23.5 x 2 cm / €11.50 to €11.99
From 7 onwards
20 available titles

Pictures to decorate
10 pictures to easily color thanks to thick outlines and to decorate 
with 100 rhinestones and touches of glitter thanks to the  
included pen.

Kit / 10 pictures + glitter pen + rhinestones / 25.5 x 31 cm / €12.99
From 7 onwards
2 available titles

Fantasy Dreams –  
Activity Pouch
10 scratching cards per title, with illustrations inspired  
by a mysterious and enchanting world.

Pouch / 10 cards + 1 wooden stylus / 22 x 24.5 cm / €8.99
From 6 onwards
2 available titles

Magical Watercolor –  
Fairies
P. Marlet

Magical Watercolor –  
Fantasy Horses
C. Guivarc’h

Magical Pictures –  
Princesses
E. Varone

Pictures in Rhinestones – 
World Princesses
S. Lamour

NEW

Shining Animals
L. Fabre

Shining Legendary Creatures
S. Fonteneau

Scratching Cards –  
Spirit Animals

NEW

Scratching Cards –  
Baby Animals

NEW

New 
series

New 
seriesFantasy Dreams -  

Pictures To Decorate
10 pictures to detach, color and decorate with 100 rhinestones (2 shapes 
and 2 colors) and touches of silvery glitter thanks to the included pen.

Kit / 10 pictures + glitter pen + rhinestones / 25.5 x 31 cm / €12.99
From 7 onwards
2 available titles

Enchanting Mermaids
Artemisia

Wonderful Fairies
L. Fabre

NEW NEW

Pictures in Mini Crystals 
and Rhinestone Pixels  – 
Enchanted Forest
By Artemisia
A complete kit to decorate 5 pictures 
thanks to pixel rhinestones in 3 colors 
and yellow tiny ones for an amazing 
3D effect.

Pouch / 5 pictures + 3000 rhinestones  
+ 600 crystals + stylus + wax + cup /  
23.5 x 23.5 x 2 cm / €11.99
From 7 onwards

NEW

NEWNEW
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Games

Investigating In The Moonlight
A mysterious story, an enigma to solve per double-page, and clues in invisible ink hidden in the background to be revealed with a lamp.  
A new concept of mystery books for an entertaining reading.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 23 x 28 cm / €15.95
From 7 onwards
4 available titles

The Mayan Treasure
J.-F. Rochas, C. Mollica 
& L. Fabre

Mystery in the Manor
J.-F. Rochas, C. Mollica  
& M. Liénard

The Cursed Island
J.-F. Rochas, C. Mollica 
& M. Liénard

A Night in Paris
J.-F. Rochas, C. Mollica  
& M. Touly

My First Games
Funny games for children from 3 to 6, as an introduction to the 
benefits of family games (learning how to respect rules, developing 
one’s observation and memory...), with colorful illustrations. 

Box / 54 shapes cards or 6 double-sided boards + 60 cards / 16 x 12 x 4.5 cm / 
€11.99
From 3 onwards
2 available titles

My 3 First Card Games
C. Vallageas

Seek & Find
M. Fleury

My 300 Games
How to keep a child busy for hours? It’s simple with these little books, 
easy to take everywhere, with a pencil included so the child can 
answer the riddles directly on the book or take notes! 

Flexibound / 448 pp + a pencil / 15 x 20 cm / €14.95 to €15.95
From 7 onwards
6 available titles

300 Puzzles for Little 
Geniuses
V. & L. Cluzel

Riddles for Young Wizards
By N. Lescaille
A bewitching large book to dive in 
the magical universe of witchcraft. 
365 mysteries, hidden treasures, 
cryptic messages, mysterious riddles, 
observation challenges, labyrinths,  
and many other games for children  
to profit of their magical knowledge. 

Softcover / 368 pp / 20 x 25 cm / €21.95
From 7 onwards

300 Scientific Puzzles, 
Experiments and Optical 
Illusions
A. Millot

NEW

Escape Games for Kids –  
3 adventures
By R. Prieur, M. Vives & El Gunto
A book gathering 3 adventures from 
the Escape Games for Kids series.  
The book is closed by a padlock  
with 3 figures to find before being  
able to start!

Hardcover / 144 pp / 21 x 29 cm / €17.85
From 9 onwards

BEST- 
SELLER
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Illustrated Non-Fiction

Little Precious Books
Precious illustrated little grimoires to discover different magical  
and dreamy themes. 

Hardcover with foam / 96 pp / 11.5 x 17 cm / €13.50
From 7 onwards
3 available titles

The Witch’s Herbalist’s Shop
J. Vieille

Magic Spells
A.-S. Schlick

Nature Is Magic!
Accessible gardening books for children, offering tips to grow 
15 beautiful plants from pits, pips, cutting or seeds thanks to  
step-by-step photos. Simple activities to learn more about the cycle  
of plants and reduce waste!

Softcover / 64 pp / 20.5 x 20.5 cm / €8.95 to €9.95
From 7 onwards
5 available titles

Growing My Pits and Pips, 
It’s Magic!
Céline – I Do It Myself

Making a Terrarium
P. Eyssart

NEW

The Green Apprentic Handbook
Ecological books mixing knowledge and information together with 
activities, for kids to understand the challenges of today’s world and 
to be part of its protection. An accessible series on current hot topics.

Softcover / 96 pp / 17 x 22 cm / €12.95
From 8 onwards
4 available titles

Let’s Save the Sea!
A. Vandewiele & J. Wiejak

Let’s Protect Our Rivers
M. Lucheis & C. Carbon Nolf

NEW

Temporary cover

My Herbarium
By M. Luchesi & A.-E. Laitinen
A beautifully illustrated herbarium 
including a presentation of 
20 common trees, information  
on the forest fauna and flora, 
ideas of nature activities and 
32 pages to easily keep the leaves 
in the book thanks to a ribbon 
gathering the pages. 

Hardcover with ribbon / 112 pp /  
20 x 24.5 cm / €16.95
From 6 onwards

The Adventure Guide in the 
Wood
By T. Baffault & M. Luchesi
A comprehensive guide to discover 
the forest: observing fauna and flora, 
tracking animals, building up a shelter, 
finding water… A playful reading with 
numerous ideas of DIY and activities to 
quench kids’ thirst for adventure!

Softcover / 144 pp / 17 x 22 cm / €14.95
From 8 onwards

NEW 
EDITION

The Budding Gardener 
Guide
By Marion Botanical
25 easy activities to discover 
gardening (sowing, growing a bulb, 
making cuttings, drying flowers…), 
that can be made all-year-round, 
indoor or outdoor!

Softcover / 80 pp / 22 x 22 cm / €12.95
From 4 onwards

NEW
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Seek & Find In Photos
An original seek & find book series inviting children to observe nature 
and understand its richness. Children will look for 150 animals hidden  
in 10 large photos on double-page, in between natural guides and 
games. A poster gathers information on animals featured in the book.

Hardcover / 24 pp + a poster / 23 x 28.7 cm / €10.95
From 6 onwards
2 available titles

Forest Animals Birds

Incredible Camouflages
Whether to sleep, escape from predators or wait for preys, animals have 
good reasons to hide and developed amazing capacities to blend into 
the landscape! The children will have fun in spotting them in 50 photos 
and will learn more about those animals when reading the solutions.

Hardcover / 48 pp / 19.5 x 28 cm / €11.50
From 6 onwards
2 available titles

Aquatic Animals Wild Animals

New 
series

My Interactive Set
Each title includes a little case that, once opened, reveal a lovely 
scenery on which the children can place the reusable stickers.  
A little booklet gives basic facts about each subject, to discover  
and play at the same time!

Hardcover / 16 pp + reusable stickers / 24 x 25 cm / €12.95
From 3 onwards
4 available titles

The Forest
C. Chevrel

The Pirates
E. Jensen

The Garden
C. Chevrel

The Sea Animals
E. Jensen

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

All-In-One Box
Amazing kits including: a 32-page non-fiction book, a jigsaw 
puzzle (50 to 100 pieces) and a poster to easily complete it,  
as well as a 16-page gamebook on a fascinating subject.  
The ideal gift for passionate children!

Box / 32 pp + 16 pp + 1 poster + 1 jigsaw / 23.5 x 23.5 x 4 cm / €14.95
From 4 onwards
2 available titles

Sea Animals
N. Masson, Y. Caudal  
& C. Hesnard

Space & Solar System
C. Aubouin Decroix  
& C. Delbarre

NEW

New 
series

NEW
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My Nature  
Gamebooks
Following the success of “My Nature Guide 
series”, the experienced authors imagined 
funny and various games and activities  
to learn on a specific subject while  
having fun.

Softcover with flaps / 48 pp / 17 x 22 cm / 
€8.95
From 7 onwards
3 available titles

NEW

Temporary cover

The Seaside Gamebook
N. Masson & Y. Caudal

NEW

Temporary cover

The Mineral Gamebook
N. Masson & Y. Caudal

NEW

Temporary cover

The Insects Gamebook
D. Bigot & C. Sanchez

My Nature Guide
Little guides to discover and protect nature, with beautiful hand-drawn illustrations.

Softcover with flaps / 96 pp / 16 x 22 cm / €13.50 to €13.95
From 7 onwards
14 available titles

The Kids’ Fossils Guide
A. Balzeau & M. Sinier

The Kids’ Bees Guide
M. Luchesi & M. Bihan

The Kids’ Solar System  
Guide
E. Boureau & M. Sinier

The Kids’ Cats and Felines  
Guide
X. Japiot & C. Koehly

NEW

Understanding My Animal
By A. Journo & A. Pham
Practical guides for children to really understand their favorite 
animals, learn to decode their languages and behaviors,  
and bond with them!

Softcover / 96 pp / 17 x 22 cm / €12.95
From 7 onwards
2 available titles

Understanding My Cat!

NEW

Understanding My Horse!

The Life in the Forest
Collective Work
Forest is the place of a great biodiversity! 
This beautiful book presents 70 species 
(plants, trees, insects, animals, 
mushrooms...) to discover this amazing 
world, together with few DIY (how to 
measure a tree, build a shelter...).

Hardcover / 192 pp / 18.5 x 24 cm / €19.95
From 7 onwards

Life-Size Birds
By G. Lesaffre
A discovery of 30 common birds that 
children will easily recognize thanks 
to life-size photos, songs available 
with a QR-code, and key information 
(where to find them, food, 
nests...). Written by a professional 
ornithologist.

Hardcover / 80 pp / 23.5 x 32 cm / €19.95
From 7 onwards

The Kids’ Minerals Guide
E. Boureau & M. Sinier

BEST- 
SELLER

New 
series
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The Little Aces
A series for all the curious with a rich content: detailed information 
followed by games and quizzes to test their knowledge!

Flexibound / 308 pp + a pencil / 11.5 x 17 cm / €12.95
From 9 onwards
7 available titles

The Solar System
A. Meyer

Antique Egypt
J. Maufras

The Human Body
A. Meyer

Animals
A. Meyer

NEW

My Big Book
Thanks to the rich content of this book, children will be able to impress 
their friends and shine in front of their families! 365 historical, scientific 
or social fun facts to learn while having fun!

Softcover / 368 pp / 20 x 25 cm / €21.95
From 7 onwards
4 available titles

The Dinosaurs Reign
A. Desfour

How Does It Work?
Y. Lhermet

The Non-Fiction Gamebooks
Unique reference books offering readers the chance to experience 
incredible historical and scientific adventures! The progress of the 
reading depends on the choices made by the readers, which lead 
them to discover historical or scientific facts, as one of the  
characters from the stories. 

Softcover / 128 pp / 15 x 21 cm / €9.95 
From 9 onwards
14 available titles

Zeus Mission
F. Clavel

Mars Mission
P. Nessmann

Pyramids Mission
E. Kecir-Lepetit

Leonardo da Vinci Mission
E. Kecir-Lepetit

The Kids’ Cats and Felines  
Guide
X. Japiot & C. Koehly

Making History
Original books to discover history through a clever mix  
of non-fiction and fiction. The narrative part is made  
from a child’s perspective, to increase the identification, 
and is accompanied by detailed and abundant illustrations. 
Each title includes a detachable poster.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 23 x 29.5 cm / €12.95 
From 9 onwards
3 available titles

On Board the Titanic
S. Boccador & M. Briquet

On Board the Viking Ship
S. Boccador & J. Léon

NEW
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Good Night, Little Angel
By Atelier Orange

A sweet and soft fabric book, with  
a little prayer and lovely illustrations, 
to sleep peacefully. The perfect  
baby gift!

Fabric book / 8 pp / 16.5 x 20.5 cm / 
€15.90
From 0 to 3

My Little Case
A little case including a 16-page leaflet together with restickable 
electrostatic stickers that the child can place on a beautiful 
illustration. A great introduction to faith!

Hardcover / 16 pp / 24 x 25 cm / €12.90
From 3 onwards
2 available titles

My Nativity Scene
M. Grandgirard

I Am Going to Mass
E. Lescoat

In Jesus’ Heart The Christmas Night

Hide-And-Seek
By K. Selbert

Charming and original boardbooks to discover faith, with beautiful 
illustrations and colorful shaped felt flaps to lift.

Boardbook / 12 pp / 17 x 17 cm / €12.00
From 1 onwards
2 available titles

1, 2, 3, I Believe In You! 
By M. Roche

A series to pass on faith to toddlers, in a small format adapted to tiny 
hands, with the simple words on Jesus and beautiful illustrations.

Boardbook / 12 pp / 17.6 x 17.6 cm / €9.95
From 0 to 3
6 available titles

Jesus Is Growing Up The Christening

NEW NEW

My Christening Book
A. Gadient & M. Luthringer

My First Story of Mary
K. de Conti

My First Bible
A. Gadient & M. Brunelet

My First Story of Jesus
V. Noé

Christian Sound Books
Beautiful boardbooks of first Christian stories for babies, together  
with 5 sound chips to listen to Christian songs.

Boardbook / 12 pp / 17 x 17 cm / €10.90 to €12.00
From 1 onwards
6 available titles

NEW NEW

NEW
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24 Tales About the Nativity
By B. Collange & S. Ugolotti

24 tender and bright tales to read 
during the Advent to wait for 
Christmas. Each tale has a detachable 
character to be added to the Nativity 
scene.

Boardbook / 28 pp / 22 x 28 cm / €24.90
From 3 onwards

Prisoner in Egypt
N. Masson, Y. Caudal  
& Sarujin

The Last Letter  
of Saint Paul
A. Goeury & M. Tuffin

Escape Game 
Thrilling adventure gamebooks with puzzles and logical games, 
materials to cut out and enigmas... A fun way to learn about 
the extraordinary lives of great figures from the Old or New 
Testament.  

Softcover / 21 x 21 cm / 56 to 64 pp / €12.90
From 8 onwards
2 available titles

My First Bible to Read by Myself
By S. de Gavriloff & C. Delvaux

A first Bible that can be read by the children 
themselves, thanks to an adapted text.  
They will discover this great story  
and its incredible promise in 30 episodes 
from the Creation to the Pentecost.

Softcover / 408 pp / 15.5 x 23 cm / €15.90
From 7 onwards

Sara & Simon’s Seek And Find
By G. de Sutter

In each of the 12 large and detailed scenes of each title, children will 
have to find 4 characters and 3 animals. Great seek and find games  
for the whole family!

Hardcover / 32 pp / 23 x 27 cm / €11.90
From 6 onwards
7 available titles

Jesus, Young Boy The Bible

NEW

Temporary cover

The True Christmas Story
By A.-I. Lacassagne & A. Videlo

From the Annunciation to the 
presentation at the Temple, the 
Christmas story is beautifully and 
delicately presented for children to 
discover the story from the Gospel.

Hardcover / 48 pp / 22.5 x 25.5 cm / 
€13.50
From 3 onwards

The Treasure of the Little 
Church
By S. de Mullenheim & T. Rex

A sweet picture book on the spiritual 
and cultural richness of our churches. 
Throughout the story, the children will 
discover the specific vocabulary of 
the church architecture and the deep 
meaning of the treasure that is inside.

Hardcover / 32 pp / 22.5 x 27 cm / €13.95
From 4 onwards

NEW
BEST- 
SELLER
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Who Is Jesus? His Life,  
His Country, His Time 
By G. Tertrais & A. Avril
How did Jesus’ house look like? 
What kind of fishes did he eat? 
Who was his grandfather? Why 
were Romans in Galilea? An 
original reference book to learn 
more on Jesus and its time.

Softcover with flaps / 96 pp /  
19 x 26 cm / €14.90
From 8 onwards

I Received Jesus
Perfect meaningful gift books, beautifully illustrated, for the First 
Communion. A series dedicated to the most important knowledge  
for children to understand Mass, pray and deepen their faith.

Hardcover / 48 to 64 pp / 14 x 17 cm / €8.90 to €12.90
From 7 onwards
16 available titles

Come, Holy Spirit
S. du Mesnil & by.bm

Turn to Jesus
C. Grossetête, G.-E. Cariot  
& S. Ugolotti

Spirituality for children
Spirituality books for children to teach them about faith  
in the manner of various saints who let major spiritual writings. 

Hardcover / 72 pp / 13 x 18.5 cm / €12.90
From 8 onwards
4 available titles

The Little Way
J. Bouilloc & S. Ugolotti

The Garden of Wonders
J. Bouilloc & S. Ugolotti

The Interior Castle
J. Bouilloc & E. Puybaret

The Choice of the Knight
J. Bouilloc & S. Ugolotti

My First Communion Book 
By C. Grossetête & Naomikado
The First Communion is only 
the beginning of the path: the 
Eucharist has still to fructify in the 
children’s lives. With deep and 
clear texts, inspiring quotations 
and stories, the author gives all 
the keys to nurture the children’s 
friendship with Jesus.

Hardcover / 96 pp / 18 x 21.5 cm / 
€17.90
From 8 onwards

NEW

Temporary cover

The Bible of My First 
Communion 
By C. Raimbault, F. Campagnac,  
F. Py Renaudie & E. Vanvolsem
A beautiful gift for the First 
Communion: a Bible with  
a golden edge, a bookmark  
and watercolor illustrations  
in a nice case with brass.

Hardcover / 312 pp / 18 x 21.5 cm / 
€29.90
From 7 to 12

The Bible –  
Illustrated, Told and Explained
By F. Campagnac, C. Raimbault,  
K.-M. Amiot & Naomikado
The Bible text adapted to 8 to 12, fully 
illustrated and going with some non-fiction 
pages, to give historical, geographical  
or literary insight. The perfect gift for First 
Communion.

Hardcover / 272 pp / 17 x 21 cm / €21.90
From 8 to 12

BEST- 
SELLER
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Prayer Box
Charming little boxes offering prayers, praises or ideas  
to strengthen bonds within families and involve children  
in family prayer.

Cylindrical box / 40 to 52 folded papers / 9.3 x 9.3 x 9.7 cm /  
€11.90 to €12.90
From 3 onwards
10 available titles

Bedtime Prayers
G. Tertrais

Thoughtful Ideas for the Family
K.-M. Amiot

15 Extraordinary Holy 
Children
By C. Grossetête, S. Son  
& T. Garnier
15 portraits of holy children 
to discover how their short 
lives were spent in the joy and 
love of God, models of faith 
for our world. Stories, comic 
strips, historical and non-fiction 
elements, and prayers to learn all 
about these incredible fates.

Hardcover / 96 pp / 23 x 27 cm / 
€17.90
From 8 onwards

15 Extraordinary Saints
By C. Grossetête, S. Son  
& N. Grall
15 portraits of saints, from Saint 
Peter to Mother Teresa, to discover 
their childhood, lives, fun facts 
and pray with them. An original 
book mixing stories, comics, non-
fiction information and prayers.

Hardcover / 96 pp / 23 x 27 cm / 
€16.90
From 8 onwards

52 Family Evenings Without 
Screens
By A. Voizard & C. S2c
Inspiring ideas for meaningful time within 
the family! The idea is simple: each week, 
the family books one evening to have a 
playful activity, accessible to all ages. In any 
overbooked schedule, those activities will 
become a strong bond for all the family!

Case / 30 cards / 13.5 x 19 cm / €13.90
From 2 onwards

NEW

Jesus, the Savior
By N. Meylaender & F. Dalmasso
The life of Jesus faithfully adapted 
in manga! A great way to get 
children discover the incredible 
adventure of the son of God and his 
message of universal love.

Softcover with jacket / 256 pp /  
14.8 x 21 cm / €12.90
From 8 onwards

NEW

Temporary cover

Saintly Siblings
By M. Malcurat, S. Son & N. Grall
An introduction to famous saints 
who were also brothers and 
sisters through 12 portraits of 
the siblings with a lively story, 
a comic strip, fun facts, and a 
prayer. 

Hardcover / 80 pp / 23 x 27 cm / 
€17.90
From 8 onwards

NEW

Temporary cover

Miko
By G. Tertrais & A. Carreres
An original series of books mixing a storyline, manga boards  
and non-fiction pages to discover the Christian faith and the Bible.

Softcover with flaps / 160 to 176 pp / 15 x 21 cm / €14.90
From 8 to 12
3 available titles

Miko and the 7 Secrets 
of the Bible

Miko and the 5 Treasures 
of the Communion

NEW

Temporary cover
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